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VIRGINIA BEACH HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
August 5, 2020, 5:00 pm 

Virginia Beach Convention Center, 1000 19th Street, Meeting Room 1 A - C 

Present: 
Officers: Chair, James Wood; First Vice-Chair, Sharon Prescott; Secretary, Bobbie 

Gribble; Immediate Past Chair, Bill Gambrell 
Members: Sharon Felton, Michael Hucles, Richard Klobuchar, Hannah Levi, Lee 

Lockamy, Christi Lyons, Timothy Oksman, Katie Paulson 
Staff: Mark Reed 

PURPOSE: The purpose of the Commission is to advise the City Council and the Departments 
of Planning and Community Development and Museums on all issues related to the preservation 
of historic buildings, structures and sites located in the City of Virginia Beach. 

MISSION: The mission of the Commission shall be to preserve, protect and maintain the 
historic identity of Virginia Beach and the former Princess Anne County through a program of 
advocacy and increased public awareness and involvement. 

The meeting was called to order at 5:00 p.m. 

Welcome/Introductions/Remarks 
Chair Jimmy Wood called the meeting to order and welcomed the Commission members in 
attendance.  He noted that the Commission had not met since March due to the COVID-19 
pandemic restrictions.  

Mr. Wood noted that there are two recently appointed members in attendance and he asked each 
person to introduce themselves to Timothy Oksman and Hannah Levi. 

Mr. Wood asked Mark Reed to introduce our presentations.  Mr. Reed said that Laura Purvis and 
Debra McClane are here to provide an overview of the architectural resources survey update that 
they have done for the southern half of Virginia Beach.  He noted that the project was to survey 
250 resources, to identify potential National Register of Historic Places eligible historic districts 
and to look for any potential rural historic districts. 

Mr. Reed said that Ms. Purvis and Ms. McClane had made a presentation to the Commission at 
the beginning of the project last September and they are back to provide a report on their survey 
results.  He noted that the project also includes a written report that is in the process of being 
completed.   

He said that there have been concerns expressed about the written report by Councilperson 
Barbara Henley and Commission member Jennifer Estes because it doesn’t provide a complete 
and accurate history of the southern area of Virginia Beach. He said he had explained that the 
project is an architectural survey and not a history of southern Virginia Beach. Mr. Reed said he 
had met with Mrs. Henley and exchanged several emails with her.   He said he has offered 
numerous times to correct any information that is incorrect and to add additional information that 
she thinks needs to be added.   
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Although he and the two consultants had met with Ms. Henley and her history group at the 
beginning of the project to explain what it entailed, she and her group want it to be a 
comprehensive history that focuses only on the southern area of the City. He noted that the 
survey is being done to state standards and that means that the historic context for the report is 
much broader and encompasses the southern coastal plain of Virginia.  He pointed out a 
document and map in the meeting packet that shows how large the area is, stretching all the way 
to Richmond (see Appendix 1). 
 
Mr. Reed said Ms. Purvis and Ms. McClane have done an excellent job. He noted that they had 
done the architectural survey update for the northern half of the city and we are fortunate that we 
have the consistency of approach for the southern half study. 
 
Presentation on Historic Architectural Resources Survey Update Southern Half  
Laura Purvis provided the presentation and utilized a PowerPoint slide show (see Appendix 2).  
 
Ms. Purvis provided a project overview. She said that part of the scope of work was to survey 
176 properties that appeared as resources identified and not surveyed in the 1993 Traceries 
survey.  They were to create or update  the Virginia Cultural Resource Information System (V-
CRIS) records for properties that are still intact. They noted those that have been demolished and 
the demolished properties would not count toward the survey total. After revisiting the Traceries 
list, they were to complete the architectural field survey with newly surveyed properties not in V-
CRIS records to meet the 250 property goal. They were also asked to identify any potential 
historic districts. 
 
Ms. Purvis then covered the outcomes of the survey. She said that 115 of the resources listed in 
the 1993 Traceries report as identified not surveyed are still existing (out of 176). They surveyed 
135 additional properties and added them to V-CRIS including stores, farms, unique agricultural 
buildings, restaurants and beach residences. Potential thematic areas identified for Multiple 
Property Documentation included gun clubs, social halls, community stores and African 
American churches. 
  
For the individual surveyed properties, 42 were recommended for follow up through more 
intensive level investigations to determine their potential eligibility for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places. 
 
Ms. Purvis said they also looked at crossroads communities as well as Sandbridge.  There were  
17 total identified, some of which don’t retain much evidence of the historic community.  Ms. 
Purvis said that 7 of these are recommended as being National Register eligible. She noted that 
Sandbridge is recommended for re-evaluation in 10 - 15 years as more resources become 50 
years of age. The resources there that could meet the criteria today are not grouped together well 
enough to be considered for a historic district. 
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Ms. Purvis said they have several recommendations for Virginia Beach moving forward: 
• Research of the history of southern Virginia Beach resulting in formal paper/report 
• Prepare PIFs for crossroads identified as potentially eligible 
• Pursue intensive level investigation of individual potentially eligible resources 
• Nominate additional properties to Virginia Beach Historical Register 
• Prepare MPD forms for thematically related properties 
• Add historic highway markers at significant sites 
• Collate and expand cemetery catalog 
• Expand oral history program 
• Recognize historic communities with signage, murals or self-guided driving tours 

 
The floor was then open for questions and comments. Bill Gambrell noted that he really liked the 
idea of a driving tour to help introduce residents and visitors to the concept that there is more 
than just Pungo in southern Virginia Beach.  Mr. Gambrell asked Ms. Purvis what resources or 
areas stood out most in her observation.  She said: 

• Gun Clubs 
• Pungo 
• Airfields 
• Belangas Seafood Store 

 
Mr. Gambrell asked Mr. Reed what kind of survey would address the needs or concerns of Mrs. 
Henley.  Mr. Reed said that it really wouldn’t be a survey project.  It would be a comprehensive 
historical research project.  Mr. Wood said he was very interested in having the Commission 
support historical research for the southern area of Virginia Beach.  He said that he would like to 
start the conversation with Mrs. Henley to see what approach we can take and how the 
Commission could assist in furthering research there. 
 
Mr. Reed introduced Debra McClane to talk about the 1950s/1960s Resort Motels Multiple 
Property Documentation project and the Jefferson Manor Motel Apartments National Register 
nomination.  He noted that Ms. McClane had done the Oceana Neighborhood Historic District 
nomination for Virginia Beach and worked on the 2018 architectural survey update for the 
northern half of the city that identified the potential MPD for the motels. 
 
1950(s) - 1960(s) Resort Motels MPD  - Jefferson Manor Motel Apts. - Nomination 
Debra McClane noted that she has teamed with Kristin H. Kirchen on the project.  She said Ms. 
Kirchen had previously worked as a regional architectural historian for the Virginia Department 
of Historic Resources (DHR) and brings a lot of experience to the project.  She utilized a brief 
PowerPoint presentation (see Appendix 3).                                                                                                                                  
  
Ms. McClane noted that the Jefferson Manor Motel Apartments was selected as the required 
accompanying property nomination because it was on the VB Historical Register, it was 
surveyed in 2018 and it has a lot of historical integrity.  She said that a virtual kickoff meeting 
was held in July with Mr. Reed and with Elizabeth Lipford from DHR. The project is now 
underway as Ms. McClane has performed some of the initial survey work for the motels. 
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Ms. McClane said the primary tasks of the project are: 
• Architectural Survey in Oceanfront area of 20 hotels/motels built in the 1950s/1960s, 

which includes preparing and submitting individual V-CRIS forms for each property. 
• Development of Multiple Property Documentation Form for the motels. This will include 

an  architectural description of building types and historical significance of the property 
type. 

• Preparation of a National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form for one property 
that qualifies under the MPD, which will be the Jefferson Manor Motel Apartments. 

 
Ms. McClane showed an aerial map to illustrate the locations of the properties being surveyed 
for the MPD submittal.  The resources are located on Atlantic and Pacific Avenues south of the 
Cavalier Hotel. Some of the more notable resources are the Cutty Sark, Beach Carousel and Blue 
Marlin, as well as the Jefferson Manor, which will have the individual nomination. Ms. McClane 
noted that the Belvedere, which is listed on the map and was included in the PIF, has been torn 
down.  
 
Ms. McClane said that part of the project is to meet with property owners/managers after Labor 
Day to discuss the project.  The property owners that they have talked with are excited to have 
their properties recognized.  She said Mr. Reed has made contact with all property owners. 
 
Ms. McClane said she and Kristin Kirchen will be back to provide an overview of the completed 
project at a future meeting. 
 
Approval of March 4, 2020 Minutes  
Jimmy Wood asked the members to review the minutes from the March 4 Commission meeting.  
He acknowledged that it had been a long time since that meeting took place and he asked if there 
were any changes or corrections.  A motion was made by Richard Klobuchar to approve the 
minutes as presented.  The motion was seconded by Bill Gambrell.  There was no additional 
discussion and the minutes were approved unanimously. 
 
Historical Register Review Committee 
Katie Paulson presented a plaque and certificate for the Virginia Beach Historical Register and 
announced the listing of the Winston Cottage, 205 23rd Street in the Register.  The property 
owner, Bill Gambrell, accepted the plaque and certificate. It was noted that the cottage was built 
in the 1920s and lived in by the Winston family until Mr. Gambrell purchased it.  Mr. Gambrell 
converted the residence into a restaurant and has preserved much of the original building fabric 
and character. 
  
Ms. Paulson noted that two additional applications have been received.  She said that the 
committee had performed site visits and completed evaluation forms.  The properties are 209 
59th Street (the Musick Mansion) and Church Point Manor. Ms. Paulson said that both were 
approved and listed in the Virginia Beach Historical Register. It is hoped that plaque 
presentations will be made at the September Commission meeting. 
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Historic Preservation Month 
Sharon Prescott reported on Historic Preservation Month, which was in May.  She noted that 
most of the events that had been scheduled had to be canceled due to the pandemic restrictions.  
She said that we had purchased 144 pint glasses for the Pints for Preservation activities as an 
additional fund raiser for the Cape Henry Lighthouse.  We didn’t have the Happy Hour events at 
which to sell the glassware and the Cape Henry Lighthouse has been closed since March, so their 
gift shop wasn’t open to perform sales.  Mr. Reed was able to arrange for the Commission have a 
table to do the pint glass sales on behalf of Preservation Virginia at Deadline Brewing (May 9) 
and Vibrant Shore (May 16). All 144 glasses were sold and $1,210 was raised and donated to 
Preservation Virginia. 
 
Ms. Prescott said the Student Leaders Committee was ready to do the Scavenger Hunt in April.  
Due to the schools being closed, it had to be postponed and ultimately canceled.  We are looking 
forward to a robust Scavenger Hunt next year. 
 
Student Leaders Committee 
Christi Lyons reported for the Student Leaders Committee. She said they concluded interviewing 
11 new and 3 returning students.  Hannah Levi has been appointed by City Council as a Student 
Member on the Commission and she participated as an interviewer in the interviews. Following 
the interviews the Executive Committee recommended Finnley Brakke to be appointed as the 
other Student Member. 
 
It is expected that this year the committee will 

• Continue the Scavenger Hunt 
• Make additional Clio app entries 
• Participate in Legislative Advocacy Day with a visit to the State Capitol 
• Look for ways to embed more local history in the Virginia Beach school curriculum 
• Meet monthly if conditions will allow 

 
FY21 Budget 
Mark Reed presented the FY21 budget for the Commission to consider (see Appendix 4).  Mr. 
Reed noted that City Council approved the $89,158 operating budget in May.  He said that we 
have committed a good portion of that for grant matches – $29,750 for the Cost Share grant for 
the strategic plan and $22,500 for the CLG grant for the historic district standards and guidelines. 
 
Mr. Reed said that the budget has $14,000 for National Register related projects and should 
allow us to do one PIF this year.  He noted that the Research Grant program is funded with 
$10,000.  He said the Executive Committee recommended some additional funding for the 
Historic Preservation month activities and that line item has been increased to $4,000. 
 
Mr. Reed stated that with the three grants and the additional funding from the City for one of the 
grant matches, we have effectively increased our budget for the current year by 125%. Of that 
amount, 80% is committed to those three big projects. 
 
Bill Gambrell made a motion to approve the budget as presented. Christi Lyons seconded the 
motion. There was no additional discussion and the motion passed unanimously. 
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Project Updates 
Mark Reed provided updates for several of the historic preservation program’s projects. 
  
Archaeological Assessment Southern Half 
Mr. Reed said that we have tentatively scheduled the presentation on this by the consultant to the 
Commission at the September 2nd general meeting.  He noted that their project report is being 
finalized. 
 
Preservation Program Strategic Plan 
We received a Cost Share grant award for this project from DHR in June. We are currently 
waiting on getting the signed agreement from DHR and we will then route for the City 
Manager’s signature.  Staff is working with DHR on the Scope of Work for the project.  DHR 
will do the procurement and project management.  We will be responsible for coordinating 
public meetings and focus group meetings. 
 
Historic District Design Standards and Review Guidelines 
We received a CLG grant award from DHR in June.  We will be going to City Council on 
August 18th with an ordinance to accept the grant award and appropriate the funds for the 
project. We are currently waiting to receive the award letter and grant agreement and we will 
then route the agreement for the City Manager’s signature. 
 
National Register Nominations - Seatack and L&J Gardens 
We received an Underrepresented Communities Program grant award from the National Park 
Service (NPS). It was one of only 18 grant awards and the only one in Virginia. We will be 
going to City Council on August 18th with an ordinance to accept the grant award and 
appropriate the funds for the projects. We are currently waiting on the City Attorney’s Office to 
review the grant agreement. The projects may take a little time to get underway as we will need 
to do step by step coordination with NPS and also meet with the neighborhood civic leagues.  
  
Research Grant Program - Status of FY 20 grants and FY21 grant application 
advertisement 
For the five FY20 research grant awards, the two that are Chris Pieczynski’s projects are in final 
editing. These actually turned out to be three projects since he has turned the sidebar on the 
Pleasure House into a separate paper.  The other three projects received extensions. They are a 
research paper on Seatack, a research paper on African American owned businesses 1900 to 
1970, and oral history interviews on LGBTQ history in Virginia Beach. With the COVID-19 
restrictions, doing research in libraries and courthouses and doing in person interviews has been 
close to impossible, so the extensions are justified. 
   
For the FY21 research grant cycle, in discussions with department director Bobby Tajan, it was 
agreed to hold off advertising grant applications until January 2021.  With so many projects 
starting up this fall it makes sense to wait until midway through the fiscal year to get the research 
grants underway.  We used to do them near the end of the fiscal year so advertising them in 
January will not be much of a change from many of the previous grant cycles. 
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Confederate Monument 
On July 15th the Historical Review Board (HRB) issued a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) 
for the City of Virginia Beach Public Works Department to remove the statue.  The HRB 
included some conditions in the COA, which included: 

• Follow DHR guidance to the extent feasible 
• Place interpretive signage where the monument was located to address its history and 

historical context 
• Historic Time Capsule will remain in possession of the city 

   
The City Council held aPublic Hearing on July 23.  Immediately following the hearing the City 
Council voted to remove the monument. The monument was removed to storage on July 25. 
 
The City issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) for the monument on July 28th with a closing 
date of September 1.  The RFP specifically offered the monument to historical societies, 
museums, governments, and military battlefields, per state code. 
 
Historic Properties Glimpse 
Mark Reed noted that there will be no August Historical Review Board meeting as there are no 
agenda items scheduled.  He said that there is a large expansion project for Nimmo Church that 
is expected to come forward to the Board in the next month or two. 
 
Old Business -  
Mr. Reed said that the Preservation Virginia Awards Dinner scheduled for September 25 and that 
had been rescheduled from April 2020, has been postponed until spring 2021. 
 
Lee Lockamy said that the Train Station project at Fort Story will be moving forward soon.  He 
said they are waiting on asbestos removal.  He noted that he will be in charge of the project. 
 
Mr. Reed said the project will involve HVAC, electrical, and plumbing replacement.  The Navy 
will be bringing the base’s post office operation into this building. 
 
New Business 
Sharon Felton thanked the Commission for their support of the Princess Anne County 
Confederate Statue Roundtable.  She said she would like to suggest an official letter of 
appreciation be presented from the Commission to each member of the roundtable.   
 
Ms. Felton shared a quote from author James Baldwin — “Not everything that is faced can be 
changed, but nothing can be changed until it is faced.” 
 
Adjournment 
The next Commission meeting is scheduled on Wednesday, September 2, 2020 at 5:00 p.m. It is 
expected that it will also take place in the Convention Center.  The meeting was adjourned at 
7:00 p.m. 
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Manassas. The several railroad lines and turnpikes that led from Washington to the Valley and 
other parts of Virginia underscored the region's strategic importance. 

The region resumed its quiet rural ways after the war. By the second quarter of the twentieth 
century the enormous growth of government in Washington, which accelerated rapidly during the 
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Great Depression and World War II and has continued ever since, prompted a corresponding 
development of the region. At first that development was confined to the localities adjacent to the 
District, and as a result the rural environments of Arlington, Fairfax, and much of Prince William 
counties disappeared. More highways and a passenger rail system allowed commuters to work in 
Northern Virginia or Washington, D.C., and reside in towns such as Leesburg and Warrenton. 
Routes 29 and 7 serve as development corridors that threaten not only the historic resources of 
the region, but the historic use of the land, as farmland is overtaken by housing developments. 
In the northern reaches of the region, western Loudoun County and much of Fauquier County 
have remained greenbelts dotted with country estates and horse farms. Now, however, the rural 
character and historic resources of these counties are threatened by the press of development 
accompanying the ever-increasing growth of the region’s transportation network anchored by 
major routes such as Interstates 66 and 95. 
 
 

Northern and Southern Coastal Plains 
 
The Tidewater region, consisting of the Northern and Southern Coastal Plains, makes up the 
greater part of the sandy coastal plain between the Atlantic Ocean and the fall line, the point at 
which the rivers of eastern Virginia cease to be navigable. This area also lies south of the Potomac 
River and extends southward to the North Carolina-Virginia line. It does not include the Eastern 
Shore which, while often regarded as part of Tidewater, is considered a separate region for the 
purposes of DHR’s guidance in defining survey regional areas.  
 
The first European settlers in Virginia established their colony at Jamestown in 1607 then spread 
along the region’s many navigable rivers. From there the colonists moved westward throughout the 
seventeenth century. It was in this region that the colonists combined the culture of tobacco with 
slavery to create the Chesapeake society that dominated Virginia well into the eighteenth century. 
It was also here that the first institution of higher education in Virginia, the College of William and 
Mary, was established in 1693. 
 
Geography influenced the development of the Chesapeake society. The colonists took advantage 
of the many slow-flowing, navigable rivers and streams in the region to establish individual farms 
and plantations that could be reached by ocean-going vessels. Because each plantation became 
in effect a nearly self-sufficient village, real towns were virtually nonexistent until the mid-eighteenth 
century. What few villages there were grew up around courthouses and crossroads stores. Even 
Williamsburg, the colony's capital after 1699, was a half-deserted town when the House of 
Burgesses was not in session. 
 
As the eighteenth century progressed, however, several towns developed in this area as centers 
for trade with Europe and with the Indians. The seaport town of Norfolk, for example, grew in size 
and influence, as did Petersburg on the Appomattox River, Fredericksburg on the Rappahannock 
River, and slowly, Richmond on the James River. The rivers served as highways to the frontier for 
settlement and trade, while roads remained notoriously poor and rough. The region's geography 
and culture made it perhaps the most sophisticated part of the colony in the eighteenth century. 
Here were born Washington, Madison, and Monroe who lived as youths in the midst of great 
plantations and commercial villages such as Fredericksburg, Urbanna, Port Royal, and 
Tappahannock along the rivers. Their early exposure to wealth and commerce may have 
broadened their world views relative to their counterparts in the more distant reaches of the colony. 
 
During the American Revolution and the Civil War this region of Virginia became a center of 
military activity. Effectively the end of the Revolutionary War came at Yorktown in 1781, while 
battles had occurred up and down the Peninsula between the York River and the James River, 
from Hampton to Richmond. During the Civil War the Peninsula Campaign of 1862 brought the 
armies of North and South from Fort Monroe to the eastern defenses of Richmond. During the 
American Revolution, the capital of Virginia moved from Williamsburg to Richmond, which also 
served as the capital of the Confederacy during the Civil War. 
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The Southern Coastal Plain has remained the most heavily settled part of the state, although since 
World War II the Northern Virginia region has grown significantly in size and influence. The 
Newport News-Hampton-Norfolk-Portsmouth area continues to be the primary seaport zone of 
Virginia, with much of its economic prosperity dependent upon the presence of the United States 
Navy and the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company. Even with all the adjacent 
development, however, the interior of the region remains agriculture-based, with peanuts and hogs 
the dominant farm products. 
 
The general cultural orientation of inhabitants of the Northern Neck and Middle peninsulas of the 
Northern Coastal Plain has been toward the Chesapeake Bay. They too developed a tobacco-
based plantation society along the rivers and streams that feed into the bay. With so many water 
routes available, from an early period the settlers of the region traded with Maryland and eastern 
Pennsylvania. This cultural orientation has contributed to the northern portion of the area's relative 
isolation from the rest of the state, as has its small population, few towns, few heavily traveled 
roads, and few railroads. Although the northern rivers of the Northern Coastal Plain still flow to the 
bay, the day of their use as a means of transportation and commerce, which contributed materially 
to the growth of Fredericksburg and a few other towns along the Rappahannock River, is past. 
During the Civil War the northern area of the Northern Coastal Plain, except for the Fredericksburg 
vicinity, remained relatively unscathed by the conflict. After the war the eastern section of the 
region bordering the bay experienced renewed prosperity as the nation’s demand for seafood 
increased. 
 
The seafood industry of the Northern Coastal Plain survives to the present day and is centered on 
crabs, oysters, and scallops. The sea life in the bay is today gravely threatened, however, by the 
pollution resulting from development as well as chemicals used in farming. The western part of the 
region, on the other hand, is increasingly pressured by development along the Interstate 95 
corridor. 
 
Much of the Southern Coastal Plain below the Appomattox River is defined geographically by its 
river systems, which drain into the North Carolina sounds rather than into the Chesapeake Bay. 
Geographically as well as culturally it is similar to the Northern Coastal Plain, except that its society 
has had a greater degree of social and economic interaction with the inhabitants of North Carolina 
than did the people of the Northern Coastal Plain. 
 
Agriculture has long held an important place in this region, and the plantation system, along with 
smaller farms, were employed in the production of crops. By the late eighteenth century, farms had 
been developed in many areas of the region by wealthy Tidewater planters, setting up far-flung 
plantations to take advantage of rich farming opportunities. Farming was early on dominated by 
tobacco growing. In the nineteenth century, cultivation of peanuts came into prominence in the 
southern portion of the region, which has sandier soil than the northern part of the area. After the 
Civil War, as in other parts of Virginia, most large farms were broken into smaller tracts and the 
sharecropping system was heavily utilized. Mixed livestock and crop production from historic times 
well into the twentieth century included raising hogs and growing corn and wheat. In more recent 
times, cotton has become a more prominent crop.  
 
Timbering, which in the colonial period included extraction of cedar from the Dismal Swamp, 
gained in importance in the early to mid-twentieth century, and continues to be a significant part of 
the area’s economy. The growth of the timbering industry depended in large part on the 
construction of rail lines in the region. Since early settlement times the southern portion of the 
Southern Coastal Plain region has had close interaction with the farms, communities, and people 
of North Carolina, which is also reflected in architectural building traditions. In the twentieth century, 
the region has experienced extensive population growth around the capital city, in the eastern 
portion edging Hampton Roads, and in Suffolk, which along with Virginia Beach, in the 1960s 
annexed land from counties they once bordered (Suffolk annexed Nansemond County and Virginia 
Beach annexed Princess Anne County).  
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• Project Overview
• Outcomes
• Individual Resources
• Crossroads
• Recommendations





Objectives

• Relocate properties 176 included in 
1993 Traceries survey

• Update V-CRIS records for 
properties that were still intact, 
note those that had been 
demolished

• After revisiting the Traceries list, 
complete architectural field survey 
with newly surveyed properties not 
in V-CRIS records to meet 250 
property goal

• Identify any potential historic 
districts and potentially 
individually NRHP-eligible 
properties within those 250



18th & 19th

Centuries



20th Century



Outcomes • 115 resources updated in V-CRIS that were 
listed in the 1993 Traceries report

• 135 newly surveyed properties added to 
V-CRIS including shops, farms, unique 
agricultural buildings, restaurants, and beach 
front properties

• 17 crossroads communities identified with 7 
recommended as potentially eligible historic 
districts

• Sandbridge is recommended for re-evaluation 
in 10-15 years as more properties become 50 
years of age

• Recommendations for next steps in 
evaluation, documentation, historical 
research and public outreach



Individual 
Resources

• Of the 176 properties listed for reassessment 
from the 1993 Traceries report, 65 were either 
demolished or non-historic

• 42 resources recommended for intensive-
level investigations as potentially individually 
NRHP-eligible properties

• 48 resources recommended to be considered 
for listing to the Virginia Beach Historical 
Register

– These resources include beach residences, 
lodges, churches, restaurants, stores, farms, 
and schools

• Thematic recommendations for Multiple 
Property Submissions identified including:

– Gunning Clubs,  Social Halls, community 
stores, Automobile-related buildings, and 
African American Churches



1955







Crossroads



Recommendations
• Continue compiling research into the 18th, 19th, and 20th

century history of southern Virginia Beach leading to a 
formal paper or report

• Prepare Preliminary Information Forms for 
crossroads identified within this project

• Complete intensive-level documentation of potentially 
individually NRHP-eligible properties

• Nominate additional properties to the Virginia Beach 
Landmarks list

• Prepare Multiple Property Documentation forms for 
thematically-related properties 

• Continue adding Historic Highway Markers at significant 
sites

• Collate and expand the Cemetery Catalog

• Expand oral history program 

• Implement an interpretive signage program at 
local pocket parks or neighborhood entrances

• Recognize historic communities with local signage, 
murals or self-guided driving tours working with the 
Department of Agriculture



Questions?



Documenting 
Historic 
Buildings 

• Research

• Mapping

• Fieldwork 

• Photography

• Reporting
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Kristin H. Kirchen



PRIMARY PROJECT TASKS

• Architectural Survey in Oceanfront area of  20 hotels/motels built in the 
1950s/1960s (includes individual V-CRIS forms for each property)

• Development of  Multiple Property Documentation Form (includes architectural 
description of  building types and historical significance of  property type)

• Preparation of  a National Register of  Historic Places Nomination Form for 
one property that qualifies under MPD (Jefferson Manor Apartments)





3614 Atlantic Avenue

1300 Pacific Avenue

2411 Pacific Avenue



Jefferson Manor Motel Apartments 
3300 Pacific Avenue



FY21 City of Virginia Beach Budget 
Planning and Community Development 

Historic Preservation Program 
Draft       

Non-Personnel Operating Budget – 100.204.1110.605520 Total – $89,158 

Identified Project and Program Expenditures – Relevant to CLG Grants Appropriation 

Strategic Plan Revision/Update (Historic Resources Management Plan)  $  29,750 
(Estimated cost is $45,000 – DHR Cost Share grant awarded in June 2020) $  15,250 

Historic and Cultural Districts Standards and Guidelines  $  22,500 
(Estimated Cost is $45,000 – DHR CLG grant awarded in June 2020) $  22,500 

Training for Historic Preservation Commission and Historical Review Board $    1,500 

Subtotal $  37,750 $  53,750 

Other Identified Project and Program Expenditures 

Historic Markers and Signage for Historic Districts $    5,250 

Public meetings  $    2,000 

Research Grant Program $  10,000 
(Note: $1,750 in FY20 grant awards will be paid in FY21) 

Historic Preservation Month Promotions and Activities $    4,000 

PIFs/Nominations for  National Register Historic Districts $  14,000 
(Seatack and L&J Gardens NPS Underrepresented Community grant awarded July 2020) $  47,187 
(Estimated Cost is $75,500 – City Grant Match– Seatack and L&J Gardens)  $  28,313 

Miscellaneous small purchases, such as plaques $       158 

Subtotal $  75,500 $  35,408 

Total $113,250 $  89,158 

Total with Grant Awards and additional City contribution $202,408 

Service Level 3 Requested Not Funded 

History Park (near Historic Courthouse)  $50,000 
Interpretive signs/plaques – design and manufacture ($10,000) 
Park Design ($40,000) 

07/09/2020 
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